Sierra Water Workgroup

When: July 18 1:00 - 3:00
Call-in number **1-218-632-4385**
Access Code: **819955**

- Approved DWR funding for facilitator for group (Liz Mansfield) through CCP.
- Liz will send out the scope of work
- SNC lead editor for Mountain Counties overlay section for State Water Plan
  - SNC/DWR will get different people to author different sections
  - SNC talking about forming Regional caucus to pull off this work or working through existing group like SWWG
  - ACTION: email Kerri Timmer, have her coordinate with SEWC too on developing sierra/mountain counties report
- Southern Sierra fully approved RAP- cobbling together money for planning
- Matt should join working group on DAC issues
- Don’t schedule calls after lunch
- SWWG should be a formal agenda item for IRWMs? To get formal representation from each IRWM
  - ACTION: Liz will come up with summary for people to use for formal agenda items for IRWMs to discuss and get formal representatives nominated
- ACTION: Next steps on IRWM Summit
  - Liz doodle poll date- Marion help
  - Survey on topics and issues